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Coastal climate change effects:
biodiversity and beyond
•
•
•

Climate change is the biggest issue facing society in the 21st century
The coastal zone is likely to one of the parts of our landscape, which is affected most.
But more generally, CC will manifest it self in various ways:
– Changes to governing processes:
•
•
•
•

Geodiversity (Rocks, Fossils, Landforms, Soils and the processes supporting them),
Biodiversity
and Land use
… all of the ecosystem services

– What is changing?
• Processes
• Ecosystem foundations, the processes that support them
• Resulting in growing conflict

– What is the challenge?
•
•
•
•

Managing the whole ecosystem – including the geodiversity
Surveillance and monitoring is necessary to inform ecosystem functioning
Managing land-use in a more creative way – CZM/SMPs zones not lines
(Working with nature – what does this mean)

– How do we achieve this?
• Integrated ecosystem-wide approaches, habitats & species managed at a network
level.
• ‘Future-proof’ of ‘future-smart’ plans, based on projections and anticipated landform &
habitat changes (supported by surveillance).

– “Anticipate the changes and adapt to them”.
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Climate change
• Climate change is the largest issue society faces in the
21st century.
• Much of the public finds it hard to understand what
climate change is about.

© Met Office
Calving in Patagonia, Argentina
© Wikipedia
Flooding in Andhra Pradesh,
Eastern India © BBC

• Are the examples closer to home?
• Yes
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Climate change
• What has been changing?
Real observations:
→ Air temp
→ Growing season
→ Rainfall (amount, distrib. & intensity)
→ River discharges
→ Gale days
→ Sea levels (higher marine flood events)

Source: © SNIFFER (2006, 2008 & POL)
A selection of many changing observations
– some may question cause, but change never-the-less
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Climate change
• These processes will manifest themselves in
various ways:
– Hydrodynamic changes with effect the landforms,
habitats and species.
Or put another way…
Consider all of the ecosystem including it’s foundations
Ecosystem functionality is more than Ecosystem
services (£). Unquantifiables, ecological resilience
sense of place,
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Geodiversity & Biodiversity
•

Within dynamic landscapes, processes drive ecosystem change.

•

To investigate the implications of RSLR on a coastal designated
sites, SNH is investigating Morrich More in the Dornoch Firth.
– SAC, SPA, SSSI, GCR, NSA & Ramsar site
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Morrich more
• Why use Morrich More to demonstrate links between
geodiversity & biodiversity?
• Morrich More has been emerging for 7,000 years
(as central Scotland rebounded quicker than sea level rise)

• A staircase of sand ridges was formed:

7,000yrs
accretion
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Geomorphology & Habitats
• Staircase of sand dune ridges
• Mirrored by habitats

Interlocking fingers of sand dune
and salt marsh
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Process environment
• What has been driving these changes?
–
–
–
–

Sea level changes
Reorganisation of sediment supply
Interaction of wave fields
Vegetation feedback

Falling sea level for last 7,000 aBP
Rising sea level for at least last 15 yrs
What’s the response?
Frontal erosion replacing 7ka accretion
Salt marsh species invading mature9s.d.
Acid dune with Cladonia, invaded by Armeria maritima.

What are the implications?
• Morrich More is the ‘canary in the cage’.
– Observable changes associated with climate change
– Directly leading to improved site management
– Directly leading to improved advice to partners and Government.

• Prompted a recent reinvestigation of Scottish tide gauges
– All but 1 ports considered show RSLR
– All ports considered show more rapid rise in last 15yrs.
– Scotland’s Isostatic honeymoon
is over
– Recent rates align with HES
Rennie & Hansom (in press) Sea level trend reversals:
end of the isostatic honeymoon of the Scottish coast?
Geomorphology.
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So what does this look like?
Use projections in isolation:
High confidence sea level will
be between the blue & pink
line & columns…
But, if the recent tidal
observations continue, the
pink line and columns may be
more realistic.
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RSLR is one of a range of variables
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
Precipitation
Ocean acidification
Complex feed backs (including vegetation)
Low coastal sediment supply

• Ever present development pressure (inc defences)
• Legacy & current management
• Feedback effect of public & political perception
All need to be considered (in varying degrees)
For more info see UKCP09 & SCCIP
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So what does this mean for site
management?
•

Changes in the magnitude & frequency of erosion & deposition, will create
more dynamism which may require quicker adjustments by habitats and
species.

•

For soft coastal sites there is likely to be greater conflict between dynamic
coastal landforms and static land uses which occupy and lie adjacent to
them.

•

Some rare coastal habitats may be replaced by more common ones
(machair with saltmarsh, for example).

•

On shallow gradient hard coasts modest changes in sea level may have
wide reaching effects on salinity gradients (e.g. lagoons).

•

On steeper gradient hard coasts changes in sea level may cause further
coastal squeeze.
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So how much of the coast may move?
A national perspective
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What are the flooded sections of the coast made of?

Hard coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Mixed coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Soft coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Outwith 100yr
flood envelope
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What are the flooded & designated sections of the
coast made of?

Hard coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Mixed coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Soft coasts within
100yr flood envelope

Outwith 100yr
flood envelope
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So how much of the coast may move?
A site perspective
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‘Future proof’ or ‘Future smart’ plans
• Need ‘inter-generational’ approach required for
Managed Realignment works & Adaptive Management
(raises questions over the longevity of tidal exchange
projects).
what might happen next at a site?
• This is in an attempt to ‘future-proof’ our management,
land uses and designated sites.
• We must ensure geodiversity
underpins designated site
management
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• What is the challenge?
– Managing the whole ecosystem – with an
understanding of its foundations, processes &
functionality. Informed by an appreciation of how
these may change in the future.
• Understanding functionality, change, threats & opportunities

– Managing land-use in a more creative way
• Integrated Coastal Zone Management rather than
Shoreline Management Plans…
• Infrastructural Ecology - NY

– Working with nature … what does this mean?
• Avoidance & adaptation before intervention (soft or hard)
• Full-lifetime costings

– Anticipate change and adapt
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“Anticipate change and adapt”
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Any questions?
alistair.rennie@snh.gov.uk

